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ABSTRACT

Marine pollution is just one of those enviromnental problems that the world
faces today. However, it has far and wide-reaching impacts on the earth and its

population, thus making it one of the most important subjects in global environ

mental issues. Although pollution of the sea comes from various sources, that which

comes from marine transportation is given more attention because of its potential

threat to the marine environment.

Many of the international regulations relating to marine pollution prevention
are the outcome of maritime accidents which have caused extensive oil spills.
Legislation has been concerned with new designs, structure and equipment. But, it

cannot be fully effective until the human factor is committed to safety and possesses

a high respect for the environment.
This study envisions to provide a framework for incorporating environmental
education in the Philippine maritime education and training system to raise the

environmental awareness of Filipino seafarers. The existing curriculum for maritime

education is examined and compared with the recent requirements of the STCW '95

with regard to the knowledge and proficiency of seafarers on marine pollution
prevention and environment protection.
The approach discussed in this study is the integration of pollution prevention

and enviromnent protection in the curriculum of Filipino seafarers. Other important
components of an effective and expanded environmental education (EE) are also
being examined. These include setting up of new policy directions to incorporate an

environmental component in the maritime education programs. competence building

for maritime trainers. establishment of regional EE centers and expanding the role of
the National Maritime Polytechnic as the BE coordinating center for the maritime
369101’.

The concluding chapters offer measures to improve existing conditions of the
Philippine maritime education and training system to effectively respond to the new

demands of the international shipping industry. It is also complemented by a plan to

integrate marine pollution prevention and environment protection in the curriculum

of Filipino seafarers.
The interplay between international environmental policy and national action
is emphasized to achieve an effective EE program in the maritime sector. The

guiding principle in the development of this study is that. “it is the professional men

and responsible administration that will improve the state of the marine environment

and not repressive or punitive legislation."
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Rationale
The growing concern of society with regard to the existing environmental
problems that the world is facing today has led to the development of a global agenda
for change.

Agenda 21 was developed by the United Nations Conference on

Environment and Development aimed at achieving sustainable development in the

year 2000 and beyond. Sustainable development simply means “ a development that

ensures that the needs of the present population are met without compromising the

ability of future generations to meet their own needs" (World Commission on Envi
ronment and Development, 1937). It is a process of change in which the exploitation

of resources. the direction of investments. the orientation of technological deve
lopment and institutional changes are made consistent with future as well as present
needs.

Marine Pollution has been regarded as a major hazard in the marine
environment. It comes from various sources: sewage from landbased industries;

offshore installations; shipping activities and a lot more. Authorities in the maritime

transport industry have realised that the sector faces a lot of challenges in addressing
the problem.

It is interesting to note that pollution from marine transportation

represent only a small percentage of the total inputs in the marine environment
contrary to what has been perceived by the public (as shown in Table la ). And yet

many of the international regulations to prevent marine pollution are concentrated on

ship-generated wastes. According to the Joint Group of Experts on the Scientiﬁc

Aspect of Marine Pollution (GESAMP) report. only twelve percent (12%) of the

harmful substances that goes to the marine environment comes from marine

transportation (1990. No.15).

Marine pollution ﬁom vessels as a result of various shipping activities are
outlined in Table lb below. It also reveals that bilge and fuel oil discharges and

tanker operations contribute a large amount of petroleum hydrocarbons released into
the ocean.

Moreover, it was pointed out by the International Maritime Organisation that

accidents related to tankers have been considered as the prime cause of marine
pollution, although in actual fact these contribute a relatively small percentage of the

total oil entering the sea every year. The reason for this is that tanker accidents pose

the greatest threat to the environment especially when it occurs close to the centers of

population or environmentally sensitive areas.
While maritime experts are aware that many of these disasters are the

consequence of preventable human error. they still tend to focus much of their
attention on ship's design, structure and equipment aimed at promoting maritime
safety and pollution prevention. International conventions prior to the 1970's related
almost solely to operational procedures such as discharge levels. On the other hand,
the 1973/78 MARPOL Convention relates to safe designs and equipment necessary

to prevent or combat marine pollution. There are more than forty international
agreements that relate to ship-generated marine pollution (Appendix 1). To mention
a few, these are the 1972 London Dumping Convention. the United Nations

Convention on the Law of the Sea.l982 and Stockholm Declaration and Action Plan
on the Human Environment.
It has been mentioned that the critical factor that is needed to address the

human element, which is the weakest link in maritime safety and environment
protection is education and training. Capt. Allievi has emphasized that marine
casualty statistics demonstrate that there is still a long way to go before being

conﬁdent that these technological advances and regulatory frameworks are
incorporated

in the existing

educational programmes,

making safety and

environmental protection a “present practice rather than a future hope (l99l)".

And

this is the challenge that maritime institutions are now faced.

The recent revision of the Standards of Training, Certiﬁcation and
Watchkeeping, 1978 and the adoption of the International Safety Management Code

has manifested the shift in the regulatory aspects of shipping from the technical

aspect to the human element which requires a well-educated and well-trained crew.
Apart from these, seafarers with the right attitude to safety and environmental
protection are necessary to keep any safety management system going. As Martin

Hemqvist says, " for what would a safety management system be worth if the people

involved did not have the right attitude and an understanding and acceptance of its

objectives" (l996.on disk). This is also applicable in the promotion of environment
protection in the industry.
Thus, in l992. the United Nations Conference on Environment and
Development produced Agenda 21, a comprehensive action plan for the 1990's and

beyond which was adopted by the international community.

The plan also calls for :

"the preparation of national strategies for environmental education; for an
environmental management component to be included in all relevant training
activities; for employer's and worker's organisations to exchange experiences; and
for companies to include sustainable development in education and training
programmes" (UNEPJ993, p.3).

1.2 Objectives
In view of the above facts and recognising the role of the Philippines as a
major supplier of seafarers in the world, it is felt that inculcating a safety and
envinorunent conscious attitude among its seafarers would greatly contribute to the

global call for marine pollution prevention resulting from ship-generated wastes and
other shipping activities where they are directly involved. Thus, this study is aimed
to provide a framework for environmental education in the Philippine maritime

institutions, with the end in view of raising the level of environmental awareness of
Filipino seafarers.
Speciﬁcally, the study is aimed to:

1. Identify and describe relevant international environmental and safety

regulations;
2. Describe the role of seafarers in marine pollution prevention;

3. Highlight the importance of maritime education and training in maritime
safety and environment protection;

4. Assess the maritime education and training system in the Philippines and

identify issues and concerns related to it;

5. Identify and compare environmental education approaches and strategies

of other countries;
6. Recommend approaches and strategies in the integration of environmental

education in the Philippine maritime education and training system;
7. Encourage the maritime educational institutions to institutionalize

marine pollution prevention and enviromnent protection in their curriculum.

1.3 Methodology
The data used in the study are primarily based on secondary sources which
include recently published periodicals and surveys conducted by maritime—related

organizations. Interviews with knowledgeable persons on the subject matter were
also conducted to elicit the important points to be included in the dissertation.

Unpublished reports of concerned government agencies in the Philippines

were also utilized to describe the maritime manpower development system of the
country. Statistical data ﬁ'om the Philippine Overseas Employment Administration

provided the trend in the supply and demand situation of Filipino seafarers.

1.4 Scope and limitations

*

The discussion of the study is mostly focused on the Filipino seafarers
deployed in ocean-going vessels. However, it is assumed that environmental edu

cation should be mandatory to all seafarers of the country whether serving the
domestic or international merchant marine ﬂeets.

The importance of preserving the marine environment is discussed in the first

chapter which is supported by an overview of the regulatory frameworks in marine
enviromnent protection.

Chapter two examines the involvement of seafarers in marine pollution and
describes some of existing preventive measures undertaken by the international

maritime community. Training requirements of important international regulations
dealing with seafarers are also discussed in this chapter.

Chapter three presents the worldwide demand and supply situation of
seafarers vis-a-vis supply of Filipino seafarers. It is followed by a comprehensive

review and assessment of the maritime education and training system in the

Pbilippines- the existing curricular structure and the weaknesses of the curriculum in

terms of environmental matters.
To address the need to integrate marine environment protection in the MET

system of Philippine seafarers, approaches and strategies are provided in chapter
four. Current environmental education activities of other countries and international
organizations are discussed to motivate concerned authorities to organize and
implement a similar program in the country. The strategies identiﬁed in this paper

consist of new policy directions. curricular refonns, establislunent of regional
networks and utilization of NMP as the coordinating center for the maritime sector.

The study ends with conclusions and recommendations in chapter flve,
directed to policymakers and administrators particularly those in the maritime sector
and educational institutions. ‘I11: importance of enviromnental education as a pre

requisite to sustainable development is also highlighted.

Chapter 2
Education and Training : The Key to Maritime Safety and
Environment Protection

2.1 The Human Factor in Major Maritime Casualties
Recent studies have concluded that eighty percent (80%) of maritime
casualties are caused by human error. Collectively, human error would involve

the shipowners who are responsible in providing favourable conditions aboard
ship, shipbuilders who design the structure of the ship to ensure safety, and
seafarers themselves who must operate the vessel effectively and efficiently to

ensure safety and prevent marine pollution. In dealing with the major issue of
human error, its deﬁnition and scope must be ﬁrlly understood. Human error in

the context of shipping is defined as “any acts or omissions of personnel which
adversely affect the proper functioning of a system or the successful performance
of a task"

(Scott, 1994, p.46).

Consequently, shipping casualties are often

attributed to poor operating skills, language problems and fatigue. Therefore. if
human errors in maritime casualties have to be prevented, it is the seafarers that

should be considered as the most important element and should be given particular

attention to prevent further accidents.

The well publicised tragedy, that of the Exxon Valdez demonstrated a

form of human error-- the incompetence of the third mate who was unable to

manoeuvre the vessel properly because of inexperience in shiphandling and
piloting and the negligence of the master (NTSB, 1990). One question can be
asked from this experience-- if the third mate and master were aware and had the

right attitude to safety and environment protection, would this accident have

happened? There is no conclusive answer to the question. However, if they had

been given sufficient knowledge, skills and the attitude necessary to prevent such
an occurrence, then it might not have happened. As Prof. Gold in his handbook

on Marine Pollution puts it ,“ shipping is a very professional business and it is a

more professional attitude towards pollution prevention that matters most while

the rest can be achieved by a better understanding of the pollution problem". He
further emphasised that a thorough understanding, appreciation and acceptance of

the consequences of negligent action is critical to the proper enforcement of
standard operating procedures and anti-pollution regulations (1985, p.151). This

implies that after the seafarer has understood and realised the effects of pollution

on the environment then a positive change in his attitude would automatically take

place.

This should be the end objective of whatever education and training

initiatives are undertaken by maritime institutions.

2.2 Seafarers Involvement ln Marine Pollution
There are five origins of marine pollution from vessels mentioned in
Gold's “Handbook on Marine Pollution," namely: 1) operational discharges from
tankers during tank cleaning, 2) bilge discharges from all vessels, 3) spills due to
marine accidents i.e. collision, grounding, explosion, etc., 4) spills during loading,

discharging, transfening, bunkering, 5) deliberate discharge of refuse, sewage,
garbage, hold sweepings. etc. (1985, p.132). All of these have human involve
ment. It is also stated that the lntemational Maritime Organisation estimated that

ninety percent of marine pollution incidents are caused by human error.

2.2.1 Operational Dlscharges from Shlps
Much of the oil entering the sea each year as a result of transportation
losses is attributed to cargo residues remaining onboard after discharge. This is
referred to as clingage. During tank cleaning and de-ballasting operations. these
residues are lost overboard unless precautions are introduced to retain oily slops

on board. Discharges of oily bilge water and fuel oil sludge are generated by all

types of ships and account to some 300,000 tonnes entering the sea annually
(ITOPP. 1987, p.I.4).

Other types of discharges resulting from ship operations include untreated

sewage, garbage and ship's refuse which enters the sea on an almost continuous
basis. The reasons for these varies from lack of reception facilities in ports or just

merely lack of awareness on the effects of discharging harmful substances into the
ocean.

IMO regulations provide for the proper handling of these cargo residues to
minimise oil pollution resulting from shipboard operations. The introduction of
segregated ballast tanks arrangements (SBT). crude oil washing (COW) systems

and ‘load on top'(LOT) procedures proved to be an effective measure in reducing

operational pollution.
There are responsible shipboard personnel who abide by the international

regulations on the proper handling of wastes. However. it is also surprising to
hear that there are highly professional mariners who are tr'ying to get away with

these discharges by using the seas as a refuse dump. They do not realise that it is

their own marine environment which they are destroying.

It is the lack of

environmental consciousness in some sectors of the shipping industry which
provides the climate within which carelessness and tolerance for error is allowed
to proliferate (Gold, 1985. p.136).

This climate exists in all levels of ship

operations from highest management to lowest ship personnel.

For those vessels plying the international waters the practice is reduced
due to extensive legislation and port state control. However. the situation is even

worse in vessels plying the inter-island route of a particular country not only

because of inadequate environmental policies and monitoring systems but more on
the of lack infrastructures like the reception facilities.
The London Dumping Convention clearly states that the sea has a limited

capacity to assimilate waste and render it harmless. Investigations on the various

problems conceming the marine environment proved to support this statement.

And this led to the increasing public concern for the protection of the marine

vironment.
2.2.2 Accidental Spllls from Tankers
Accidental spills ﬁom tankers accounted to about 400,000 tonnes

annually. Studies revealed that majority (75%) of the world's tanker spills occur

in pom during routine ship operations such as loading, discharging and
bunkering. However, most of these spills are relatively small- less than 7 tonnes.
(Table 2)

Although there are only few cases of collisions and groundings. but the
amount of oil spilt into the ocean in one accident is tremendous. The table shown
above revealed this observation. 'l11evolume of spills resulting from collisions

and groundings are mostly amounting to 700 tomes and around 25% is above 700
lOl'II'l¢8.

The International Association of Independent Tanker Owners (INTER
TANKO) claimed that all the measures taken by tanker owners have produced

signiﬁcant reductions in tanker casualties over the last 20 years. These measures

include introduction of new equipment for pollution prevention and safe
navigation. Another approach that tanker owners instituted is investment on crew

training.

This include investment in sea training schools. cooperation with

nautical colleges, and operation of in-service training, including simulators and
distance learning. It is their belief that better trained crew will lead to fewer
human errors in navigation. maintenance, cargo handling and accident response

(INTERTANKO,l987).

Their ultimate objective is to eliminate operational

pollution and reduce accidental pollution.

The positive response of tanker owners is a sign of increased level of
awareness in enviromnent protection in the industry. However, it is sad to know

that raising of environmental consciousness of personnel is not a primary concern
in some sectors of the industry.

Any effort to promote the issue of an

environment-friendly technology or procedures is very difficult toimplement. It is
therefore easier to state that there will be no real changes in marine pollution

statistics without commensurate attitudinal change at all levels of the industry.

2.3 The Search for Preventive Measures

(a) Regulations to contain operational pollution
(I) Segregated Ballast Tanks (SBT), Dedicated Clean Ballast Tanks (CBT),

Crude Oil Washing Systems (COW)
As discussed above, better operating practices have been instituted to
address deliberate discharge of oil at sea ﬁ'om ships through international
conventions. Various international treaties incorporate new measures to ensure

prevention of oil spill or deliberate discharge ﬁ'om tankers.
OILPOL '54 called on tankers and other vessels to take due measures to

prevent discharge of heavy oil and bilge. The modified convention of 1969

introduced the ‘Load on Top‘ system which allows tankers to load new crude oil

on top of residual oil.
MARPOL 73/78 adopted a new approach.

Assignment of segregated

ballast tanks (SBT) are required on all new tankers of 20,000 dead-weight and

above and all new product cam'ers of 30,000 tons dwt and over are to be ﬁtted

with SBT's. Crude oil washing (COW) is also mandatory for new crude oil tanker

of 20,000 tons dwt and over. This cargo tank cleaning system requires the use of
crude oil to wash tanks making the cleaning process more effective than when
water is used. at the same time the mixture of oil and water is virtually ended.

A third alternative was also introduced in lieu of the SBT's which is
allowed within 2-4 years after enuy into force of MARPOL 73/78. This was
called dedicated clean ballast tanks (CBT). a system wherein certain tanks were

dedicated solely to the carnage of ballast tanks (Drewry. 1992).

ii) Oll discharge levels
The principle of restricting discharge levels contained in MARPOL 73/78
was expanded to include petroleum in any fonn, including crude oil. fuel oil,

sludge. oil refuse and reﬁned products (other than petrochemicals). The approach
to marine pollution prevention was focused on:

a) Establishment of special areas where discharges are not permitted;
b) Determining the distance where discharges are allowed;

c) Deﬁning the allowable rate of discharge;
d) Mandatory oil discharge monitoring and control systems; and

e) Provision of oil reception facilities.

(Ill) Monltorlng and control of discharge
The original MARPOL document requires that ships of 400 tons gross
tonnage and above, but less than 10,000 tons gross tonnage must be ﬁtted with

oily water-separating equipment capable of ensuring that any oily mixture

discharged into the sea after passing through the system will have an oil content of
less than 100 parts per million. In larger ships the requirement is more strict, so

that ships of 10.000 gn or more must be ﬁtted with either a combination of the
oily-water separating equipment and an oil discharge monitoring and control

system; or an oil ﬁltering equipment to ensure that any discharge of oily mixtures
into the sea does not exceed 15 parts per million (Drewry, 1992).

Amendments to MARPOL 73/78 were adopted and came into force in

January 1986 to relax the above-mentioned regulations to a certain degree. The

requirements for oily discharge monitoring and control equipment and oily-water

separating equipment are waived for ships operating exclusively within special
areas or within 12 miles on land on "restricted" voyages.

(iv) The retention of residues
As previously mentioned in the introduction of this section, anangements
are also called for the safe retention of oil residue on board slop tanks, until it can

be safely disposed of. The system is called the “load on top" procedure.

The effectiveness of the above-mentioned methods to reduce operational
discharge from ships. particularly tankers, greatly depends on the competence of
the crew to perform these shipboard operations conectly and efficiently. It is
important that they are properly trained with the new systems being introduced.

Similarly, the introduction of new technology or equipment should be
complemented with training of personnel to ensure its proper handling and
operation.

(b) Regulations relating to accidental pollutlon
Structural requirements are contained in MARPOL 73/78, Annex I to

reduce the extent of damage or oil spillage that will occur in cases of collision or

grounding. Regulations are directed to limitation on the size and anangement of

cargo tanks and stability requirements.
The new STCW Convention now provides the speciﬁc skills training that
is required for personnel on specialised vessels. It serves as a quality assurance of

crew complements for specific types of vessels and ensures safety and prevention

of marine pollution.

The question of success remains on how the respective

labour supplying nations adopt and implement the required training programs to
respond to the new technology in the shipping industry.

2.4 Implications oflnternatlonalConventions Dealing with
Element

the

Human

2.4.! The new STCW Convention
The recent revision of the Standards of Training. Certiﬁcation and
Watchkeeping (STCW) Convention of 1978 has been viewed as a major step

forward in promoting maritime safety and protection of the environment through
people. Manpower requirements are now attuned to the technical advances in

shipping. In the past, the implementation of STCW '78 varied enonnously from
country to country which often resulted in differences in standards of competence
of seafarers.

There was no way that the International Maritime Organisation

(IMO) could assess or control the procedures for seafarers certificates and training

nor evaluate the administration's competence (Grey. 1995, on disk).
The new STCW provides the [MO controlling powers to guarantee

competence of seafarers and make sure that maritime administrations produce the
right quality of crew that is mandated by the convention. Countries are also

required to provide detailed information to IMO concerning their arrangements for

convention compliance, education and training arrangements and certification
procedures. Strict implementation of these measures are aimed at reducing the
tendency for maritime administrations to neglect their responsibility in ensuring

quality training of seafarers and proper certiﬁcation. The publication of a “white

list" will ensure that the major labour-supplying countries keep moving and

comply with the requirements of the convention if they want to remain
competitive in the international labour market.

Another important feature of the convention, which has a direct effect on

the educational and training system of labour supplying countries, involves the

introduction of alternative certiﬁcation, which enables ﬂexibility in the manning
of ships. The new measure breaks down the traditional deck and engine depart

ments, combining the various functions under which standards of competence are
grouped in any manner and at any level of responsibility. The new system is

believed to improve career possibilities and allow a safety-enhancing re

distribution of workload onboard ship during intensive work periods (Lloyd's
List, 1995, on disk).

The impact of this new approach is the restructuring of the certiﬁcation
system of respective countries which may result in a change in the examination

procedures from the traditional knowledge-based testing to perfonnance or skill
assessment.
On the other hand, the use of simulators in training has now become

mandatory particularly in the use of radar and automatic radar plotting aids. This
requirement has already been enforced by the Philippine govemment making

radar and ARPA simulator training a requirement prior to shipboard employment.
Changes brought about by the revised STCW impose new obligations on

administrations. If they want to be competitive in the maritime labour market then

they will not only comply with the minimum requirements but also ﬁnd ways to

create a competitive advantage with other labour supplying nations.

The

Philippine seafarer in particular has a reputation of having a good command of the
English language, and of being hardworking and competent. However, because of

the proliferation of maritime institutions in the country, the quality of seafarers
today is being questioned.

Varied levels of competence, from well-educated and well- trained ofﬁcers

to poorly-trained and low caliber officers is highly evident. Hence. strict

enforcement of the provisions of the new STCW Convention will have a
signiﬁcant change in the maritime education and training system in the

Philippines.

Emphasis of seafarer education and training policies should be

directed towards quality rather than the quantitative component. Closure of sub
standard schools and training centres could be a wise move to ensure such policy.

Only those who can provide adequate training facilities and competent instructors

should be retained.

2.4.2 ISM Code
The functional requirements (1993, Res.A.74l/18) that every company
should develop, implement and maintain in their safety management system
include:

-a safety and environmental protection policy;

-instructions and procedures to ensure safe operation of ships and
protection of the environment in compliance with relevant international
and flag state legislation;

-defined levels of authority and lines of communication between and
amongst, shore and shipboard personnel;

-procedures for reporting accidents and non-confonnities with the

provisions of this code;
-procedures to prepare for and respond to emergency situations;

-procedures for intemal audits and management reviews;

The code is viewed as an implementing guideline rather than a new

regulation itself. It describes the shipowners responsibility for ensuring that ships

are safe. This new approach has reduced the accountability of the master and also

emphasised the important role of shorebased personnel on ships safety.

The

implementation of the ISM Code is aimed to improve the safety consciousness

and safety management skills of personnel. establish a safety culture that
encourages continuous improvement in safety and environmental protection,

greater conﬁdence on the part of shippers or passengers and improved company
morale. It was also emphmised in the ISF/ICS guidelines on the new ISM Code
that there are ﬁnancial gains that can be derived ﬁom the codes implementation.
Again, education and training should not be taken for granted to ensure the proper

functioning of the system. Both shipboard and shorebased personnel should be

informed of their respective responsibilities and they must acquire a full
understanding of the safety system that is being implemented by the company.

2.5 Coping with Technological Changes and Regulatory Frameworks
through Education and Training
Recent trends in shipping involve the introduction of new ship designs,

advance technology and equipment and reduction of manning levels.

These

developments give rise to new technical requirements on board ship and require

multi-skilled crew to effectively perform functions onboard. in view of these
developments in shipping, appropriate changes have to be made to prevent
undesirable effects on the human element. This is where education and training

should play an important role in shipping.

There is no question on the importance of proper training in shipping but
there are some arguments on precisely what training should be given to cadets
before going to sea and what should be given in the later stages of their careers.

Another issue in seafarer training is in terms of what should be given aboard ship
and what should be given ashore (Moreby, 1975).

The revised Standards of Training, Certiﬁcation and Watchkeeping
partially responded to this problem by establishing the STCW Code which deﬁnes
the necessary technical skills for each category or rank of officers and crew.

With regard to the requirements related to marine pollution prevention and

protection of the marine environment. Part A of the STCW Code shows the
speciﬁc provisions of the STCW'78 as amended in 1995. In general, there are

three areas of competence that a seafarer must achieve in order to comply with the

minimum standards of the convention:

1. Ensure compliance with pollution prevention requirements.

This is demonstrated through his "knowledge of the precautions to be taken to

prevent pollution of the marine environment and anti-pollution procedures

together with all associated equipment."

2. Monitor compliance with legislative requirements.
This implies that seafarers should have a ‘Vvorkingknowledge of the relevant

IMO conventions concerning safety of life at sea and protection of the marine

environment."

3. Monitor and control compliance with legislative requirements and measures to

.ensure safety of life at sea and protection of the marine environment
The seafarer should have the knowledge, understanding and proﬁciency to
"relevant international maritime law embodied in international agreements and

conventions” (i.e. responsibilities under the lntemational Convention for Preven

tion of Pollution from Ships and other methods and aids to prevent pollution of
the environment by ships).

Likewise, the general principles recommended in Part 3.11 of Section A

VIII/2 of the revised STCW ‘78 in terms of the protection of the marine
environment states that "the master, ofﬁcers and ratings shall be aware of the

serious effects of operational or accidental pollution of the marine environment
and shall take all possible precautions to prevent such pollution. particularly

within the framework of relevant international and port regulations" (STCW.
1995).

In view of these regulations, the importance of proper education and

training of seafarers should not be underestimated. Because of the wide scope of
the topic, a training design that will be incorporated on the different stages of the
maritime cadets curriculum is recommended. This also implies that educational

programmes should be revised in order to respond to the changing needs of the
industry.

Chapter 3
Re-Examining the Philippine Maritime Education
and Training System
3.1 Demand and Supply Situation

3.1.1 Worldwide Demand and Supply Situation
The Philippines is lmown to many as the “manning capital of the world". It

has continuously played a signiﬁcant and major role in manning the world's vessels.
The Philippine shipmanning sector is also described by the local industry leaders as a

unique enterprise with its own identiﬁable set of traditions and training needs.
As of December 1994, a total of 151.528 Filipino seafarers were deployed in

ocean-going vessels of various types. This number represents about 20% share of the
worldwide supply of seafarers which is estimated to be 1.23 million wherein one

third is composed of officers and the rest are ratings.

Based on the recent BIMCO-ISF survey, over 50% of senior deck and engine
ofﬁcers come from Western Europe, Japan and the United States. However, supply
of officers from OECD countries continued to decline by 9% since 1990. This is due

to the fact that officers from these countries have higher age profile than those from

other regions, and that recruitment levels for OECD officers are amongst the lowest
(BIMCO/ISF, 1995).

Another development that was revealed by the study is that availability of
seafarers from the Far East has increased by 22%. However, ﬁndings of the study

indicated that there is a significant imbalance between supply and demand in the
maritime labor market.

Figures indicated that there are plenty of ratings and a
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considerable shortage of officers. It is further predicted that shortage of officers will

get worse in the next ﬁve to ten years.
Although the Eastern European countries such as Ukraine, Russia, Baltic

States of Latvia. Estonia and Lithuania has entered the manning market, their inﬂux
is considered only as a temporary solution. In the long run, shipowners may not

continue to recruit seafarers from these countries due to their lack of proficiency in
the English language.
On the demand side. current estimates by BIMCO show that around 450

thousand officers and 600 thousand ratings will be required to man the world's
merchant ﬂeets. A consequent rise in the demand for seafarers is seen up to the year

2000 because of the anticipated substantial increase in the number of vessels in the
world commercial trading ﬂeet.

The marming requirements is expected to be:

twenty (20) percent growth in the demand for officers and 7.5% in the demand for

ratings.

Based on the Philippine Overseas Employment Administration (POEA)

projections, the future demand for ofﬁcers and ratings will be influenced by the
following factors:

the size and composition of the world fleet over the next five year to ten years
which is expected to grow up to 45 percent during the period;

change in manning requirements as affected by technological and organizational
innovations which tend to reduce manning requirements as well as changes in the

structure of the world fleet by type, size and age, and enviromnental concerns and

pressures for improved safety in vessels;

loss of manpower in the industry due to wastage as a result of early retirement. ill

health or death or shorebased employment;
the rate of recruitment by the industry (POEA, 1994).

3.1.2 The Supply of Filipino Seafarers
The rising cost of shipping operations and establishment of second registers
shiﬁed crew sourcing from the traditional European countries to developing countries

offering cheaper salary rates. The Philippines rank as the number one supplier of
seafarers in the world. Filipino seafarers are highly preferred by shipowners not only

because they are cheaper but also due to their competence and ﬂuency in the English
language.

The last ﬁve years was an evidence of an increasing trend in the employment
of Filipino seafarers. In 1992 and 1993, seafarer's deployment reached 131.889 and

144,750 respectively or a 9.7 percent growth. While employment rate continued to

increase by 4.6 per cent or a total of l51,528.
The cunent situation in the international manning market serves as a
challenge to the Philippines. Several studies in the maritime industry indicate that

there is indeed a potential market for Filipino seafarers in the intemational shipping

business. The present supply of Filipino seafarers far exceeds demand with a pool of
348,148 registered seafarers as of December 1994. Of this number 81.7% are in the
ratings and cadets category while only 18.3% are in the officers level (Table 3a).

3.2 The Philippine Maritime Education and Training System
3.2.]

Maritime Manpower Development System
The maritime manpower development and utilisation of Filipino seafarers has

become the most highly developed and productive sub-sector of the country's
maritime industry. This. has resulted in a plethora of institutional and bureaucratic

arrangements designed to manage the development and deployment of seafarers.
There are presently 113 maritime schools and 38 training institutions that serves as

the source of seafarers in the Philippines (Cl-lED,l996). Furthennore, there are three

departments consisting of six government agencies that perfonn various regulatory
functions relative to the documentation and deployment of seafarers.
This is illustrated in Appendix 2 which shows the Philippine Seafarers

Development and Utilisation Framework. Functions of various agencies mentioned

in the diagram are brieﬂy explained below:
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This function used to be under the Department of Education, Culture and Sports

(DECS). but presently comes under the office of the President of the Philippines. It
deals with the contents of the programmes offered by the Higher Training Institutes;
It sets the educational policy on maritime courses, supervises the entities offering

such courses and issues permits to maritime institutes.
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The organization regulates the examination and licensing of both navigating and
engineering officers; it conducts periodic examinations for this purpose.
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Their operations ensures that all maritime training programs and requirements are
implemented to conform to the interest and purpose of the [MO Conventions of

SOLAS '74 and STCW '78; they endorse and authenticate certiﬁcates of competency

or marine licenses; certiﬁcates of proﬁciency, and certiﬁcate of completion. They
issue the Seaman Service Record Book, previously perfonned by the Philippine
Coast Guard and provide shipboard training opportunities to cadets in cooperation

with foreign governments.
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This commission regulates the examination and issuance of licenses to radio
operators; conducts the examinations for deck ofﬁcers and issues General Operators

Certiﬁcate for deck ofﬁcers.
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This Council was created to implement the provisions of the STCW ‘78 convention.

It regulates and supervises the establishment and operation of training centers.
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This is the only govemment maritime training institution in the country; it is tasked

to upgrade and update the technical proﬁciency of Filipino seafarers making them
more competitive in the international maritime labor market.
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This administration maintains a national registry of seafarers and processes
employment contracts and provides legal and welfare services.

The diagram shown in Appendix 2 illustrates a highly fragmented structure in

the maritime manpower development and utilisation sub-sector. For this reason,

concerned departments develop maritime policies independently which tend to
contradict each other. In the early 80's, the Philippines is hard-pressed to meet the

demands of foreign shipowners for Filipino seafarers.

The situation forced the

country to liberalize its policies in the offering of maritime education program and

resulted in the proliferation of maritime schools and training centers.

The

Commission on Higher Education (formerly the Bureau of Higher Education) which
is under the Department of Education, Culture and Sports. focuses its education

policies on optimum efﬁciency in the internal organisation of maritime schools in
order that they meet the high demand for seafarers in the international labor market.

On the other hand, the Maritime Training Council (MTC) which is under the

Philippine Overseas Employment Administration (POEA) carries out programs
related in concept to those of the Commission on Higher Education but are focused
on maritime training centers.

It sets out policies aimed at strengthening the

qualitative component of seafarer supply. In this respect, a system of accreditation
and control of maritime institutions has been set up by the Council This has been

done through inspections and monitoring of maritime training centers specifically on
the adequacy of their training equipment and other support facilities, which are

necessary for the effective conduct of maritime courses.
Further reference to the agencies indicated in the diagram suggests that some

of their functions in seafarer development and utilisation tend to overlap. It is then
necessary to review and examine the present administrative machinery in MET to be
able to identify and analyse shortfalls in the system and improve both its qualitative

and quantitative components. The concept of integrated management of the maritime
manpower resources should be applied in order to minimise the overlapping of
functions of various agencies and identify areas of co-ordination. The process would
therefore reduce operating costs of various government agencies and maximise the

utilisation of whatever limited resources they have.

3.2.2 Issues and Concerns in the Maritime Education and Training System

3.2.2.1. Maritime Education
The latest statistics obtained from CHED reveal that there are 113 institutions

offering maritime education courses in the country. Of this number. nearly 98 or
86% are privately-owned and 15 are government institutes. Appendix 3 illustrates

this list. The largely private nature of maritime education in the country. as well as
its enormous size, creates its own constraints.

Private schools in general are

dependent wholly on tuition and other fees for their operation. However. because of

inadequate ﬁnancial capability of these maritime schools. the quality of education
being offered by them suffers. It is also difficult for them to increase their tuition

fees because of government legislation that tries to keep costs low to correspond to

the socio-economic status of the majority of students who pursue a seafaring degree.
Available records indicated that there is an increasing trend in the enrolment

population of maritime schools. Table 3b shows that the rate of increase reached as
high as 93% in school year 1990-1991. Comparing this to the number of graduates, a

substantial increase was evident in school year 1992-1993.

The above data simply indicates the current output. trend and capacity of
maritime schools to produce future marine officers for the country. Indeed, it is no

longer debatable that the Philippines can provide the quantity of seafarers needed by
the industry. However, the question lies on whether it is producing the right quality
of seafarers that are needed by the existing merchant ﬂeets.

Do they have the

professional competence required in manning the ships of today? Do their training

serve the needs of the future? Do they have the right skills and attitude to deal with

the maritime safety and environmental protection challenges? These are just some of
the questions that maritime schools need to face in order to match the demands of the

maritime industry.
Based on the survey conducted by IMO in 1995, most of the private institutes

proved to be inadequate in terms of training equipment and facilities and this was

believed to have resulted in substandard levels of training.

Comparison of the

number of graduates produced annually (12,000) with the number of graduates who
successfully qualify and pass the licensure examination is a clear indication of this
situation.

A recent study conducted by IMO in April 30-Mayl0. 1995 provided the
following statistics on the passing rate for the deck and engine officers certiﬁcate

examinations (IMO,l995). (Table 3c)

Based on the above statistics. it can be seen that there is a very low passing

rate in the licensure examination of marine ofﬁcers. Comparing the production rate
of maritime schools and the passing rate of marine officers in the licensure

examination, it clearly indicate that there is no balance between the quantitative and

qualitative dimensions in the Philippine maritime education system.
Therefore, it can be concluded that unless serious steps are implemented to

correct the deteriorating quality of maritime education in the Philippines, its
reputation as the major supplier of quality seafarers world-wide may be threatened.

The problem of deteriorating quality of maritime education in the country is
believed to be attributed to the following:

Difficulty of attracting and retaining qualified and experienced teaching
staff/instructors due to uncompetitive pay scales in comparison to shipboard
rates;

Lack of opportunities for faculty development in maritime schools and

training centers;
Lack of training equipment and facilities as well as library resources;

Inadequate ﬁnancial capability of maritime schools to upgrade their
equipment/facilities, and lack of a viable scheme under which these
institutions may have access to ﬁnancial facilities;

Weak system of administration and supervision of maritime schools
particularly with respect to the establishment, operation, maintenance and

accreditation of said institutions;

One of the identiﬁed causes of these problems is the absence of effective
government policy interventions. The weak administrative capability of the govem

ment in this respect has restricted the effective implementation of policies governing
the establishment. operation and accreditation of maritime schools and training
centers. It also led to an unwarranted growth in the number of institutions offering

maritime courses.
With all of the above difficulties, it is time for the government to exert more

effort in restructuring the administrative machinery of maritime manpower
development and consider policy changes that would focus more on the qualitative
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dimension rather than on the quantity of output by the institutions concerned.

Quality improvement would require ﬂexibility in the maritime manpower
development system so that it is able to respond dynamically to the fast changing

technology in shipping and the new demands in the international maritime labour

market.

3.2.2.3 Maritime Training
Maritime training covers all institutional arrangements and/or manpower

development activities not otherwise classified under the degree programmes. and are
considered as vocational/technical programmes. It includes certain pre-service and
in-service courses such as those that are mandated and/or recommended by the IMO

STCW‘78 convention covering general upgrading, practical training, management
courses and other courses required by shipowners. Training courses are usually skill

speciﬁc, single-purpose oriented, short tenn, intensive and more practical rather than
theoretical in approach. As previously mentioned there are 38 maritime training

institutions offering 38 different courses. Except for the National Maritime

Polytechnic, all are privately-owned and rely heavily on training fees for their

operation.
The Maritime Training Council (MTC) regulates the activities of these
centers through a system of accreditation and periodic inspection. It was established
in 1984 to give effect to the STCW '78 convention. lts mandated functions include

the following:

Develop, formulate and prescribe standards of training for seafarers as

prescribed by the convention;
Liaise and co-ordinate with international organisations particularly with

[M0 as regards training, upgrading and qualifying of seafarers;
Study, evaluate and recommend to DECS the number and maximum

enrolment of nautical schools to ensure that graduates will have reasonable

opportunity to be employed onboard ship aﬂer their graduation.

For the past years, the functions of MTC have been carried out by an ad-hoc

task force under the Philippine Overseas Employment Agency and headed by its

Deputy Administrator u Executive Officer. But the lack of administrative structure
coupled by inadequate funding support has adversely affected MTC's effectiveness.

Considering the location and number of maritime training institutes to be inspected
by the MTC. it is very difficult for them to perform this function regularly. The only

way to improve the situation is through the revitalisation of the Council by way of
allocating a regular budget and permanent personnel complement. This has been
widely recognised by maritime authorities so that such measures are seriously being

considered to respond to this need.

Because of the lack of confidence of shipowners in the training efforts of
some training institutions, particularly those that are privately-owned, they have

resorted to establishing their own training centers in the Philippines. To mention a
few. these are the Norwegian Shipowners Association, NYK Shipping and K-Line of

Japan. Most of these training centers established by foreign principals only offer in
house training for their own crew (Filipino crew onboard their vessels). These

training initiatives by foreign employers are expected to continue because of the
growing concern over the lack of adequately trained officers.

The continued

investment of foreign principals in training centers would provide the Filipino
seafarers more opportunities for learning and advancement.
The most serious issue in the training of seafarers today is how to cope with

the requirements of the revised STCW’78 Convention. The method and quality of
maritime training has to be at par with the provisions of the convention, and more
speciﬁcally, those provisions stated in the STCW Code. Part A of the Code which is

mandatory has to be met by ratifying governments. Here, the minimum standards of
competence required for sea-going personnel are given in detail.

Worthy mentioning is the provision contained in Section A-I/76 of the STCW
Code which requires that “each party shall ensure that instructors, supervisors and

assessors are properly qualified for the particular type and levels of training and
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assessment of competence of seafarers either onboard or ashore". This has a major
implication on the existing difficulty in attracting and retaining qualiﬁed and

experienced teaching staff/lecturers in the Philippines, panicularly in maritime
schools.

The uncompetitive salaries offered by these institutions contributes

immensely to the difﬁculty of obtaining the best qualified trainers in the country.

The problem of insufficient competent trainers in the maritime training centers is less
severe as compared to maritime schools;

Private maritime training centers are

usually associated with shipping companies. and therefore can afford to offer higher

salaries to their trainers.
The inability of most training centers to comply with STCW ‘78 convention

standards has been considered to be the main reason for the difficulty of producing
trained seafarers that would meet the technical requirements of ocean-going ships as

well as that of foreign principals.

3.3 An Examination of the Curriculum for Maritime Education

3.3.1 Curricular Structure
Basically, there are three degree programmes and one non-degree programme

leading to a seafaring profession:
-—a

. Bachelor of Science in Marine Transportation (BSMT)

IQ

. Bachelor of Science in Marine Engineering (BSMarE)

DJ

. Bachelor of Science in Naval Architecture and Marine

Engineering (BSNAME)
4. Basic Seaman Course (BSC)

To qualify for admission to any of the above degree programmes. an
applicant should pass the National College Entrance Examination (NCEE) and the

entrance examination of the respective maritime institution. However. the BSC
(which constitute the non-degree course) does not require the NCEE.

Appendix

4a,4b,4c and 4d show the curricular structure of these educational programmes. The

curricular framework of BSMT and BSMarE programs are structured in such a way

that after completion of the first two years of the program, the cadet is certiﬁcated

and can therefore seek early shipboard employment (Bl-IE-TPME.l99l).
Meanwhile. the certiﬁcates for degree courses are only issued to cadets who

have completed the academic and apprenticeship requirements which are mandatory

pre-requisites of the PRC to take the licensure examination for maritime ofﬁcers.

An exception to this type of curricular structure is the Philippine Merchant Marine
Academy which requires the apprenticeship and shipboard training on the second

year rather than on the third or fourth year. The school does not issue any certiﬁcate

prior to completion of the four-year course. The curricular structure being followed
by PMMA is shown on Appendix 5a and Sb.

3.3.2 Syllabus
In 1991, the Department of Education, Culture and Sports (DECS) issued an

order to implement a new guideline for maritime education programs entitled as

“Enriched Guidelines. Policies and Standards for Maritime Education Program".
The measure was initiated in response to the dynamic and technological advancement

of the maritime industry as well as to the requirements of STCW ‘78. Minimum

standard requirements for the various maritime education courses are set

This is

shown in Appendix 6 which shows the different subject matters covered and their

duration.

Results of the review and analysis made by the author revealed that the new

guideline failed to address the environmental aspect of maritime education. Going
back to the relationship between maritime safety and enviromnent protection, failure

of one system not only adds harm to the other but also result to a series of effects or
outcomes. Therefore. it is essential that both aspects are considered in the molding

of future seafarers.
Further investigation on the course syllabus revealed that BSMT and BSMarE

curriculum incorporated MARPOI. regulations into the Maritime Law subject of the

syllabus. However, this subject covers a wide area of national and international laws

and regulations such as IMO regulations, classiﬁcation societies. safety codes for

construction, operation and survey of hull and machinery as well as laws and
regulations for Philippine registered merchant vessels. Added to this. the allotted
time for all these topics to be discussed is only two lecture hours for BSMT and three

lecture hours for BSMarE . Therefore, the incorporation of MARPOL 73/78 into the

Maritime Law subject is not sufﬁcient to satisfy the knowledge, understanding and

proﬁciency that the STCW ‘78 convention requires.
Meanwhile, the curriculum for BSNAME and BSC do not deal with marine

pollution nor on enviromnent protection. The cadets should be aware of the new

construction designs of ships which have been introduced to reduce the incidence of
tanker accidents and prevent marine pollution from ships. Considering the nature of

the job that these graduates will perfonn, the topic on marine pollution prevention is
very relevant and important.

Based on these ﬁndings, it can be concluded that marine pollution prevention

and environment protection have not been considered an important component in the

education and training of Philippine seafarers.
The STCW ‘78 convention further requires that marine pollution prevention
should be included in the syllabus of maritime academies. Today, there is a growing

demand for better trained seafarers capable of preventing and combating marine
pollution.

Maritime academies should be prepared to introduce changes in their

syllabuses to update the knowledge and skills of seafarers with respect to the new

developments in the ﬁeld of marine pollution prevention. The Philippine govem
ment should also provide a mechanism whereby the maritime education and training
system in the country would be able to respond to this need.

The integration of marine pollution prevention and environment protection in
the curriculum should be designed in such a way that it will result in behavioural

changes among Filipino shipboard personnel creating in them an attitude highly

conscious of safety and environmental issues.

Another important aspect of the change that needs to be implemented
concerns the policy makers who sets policy directions for the environment, the need

for their high level of awareness in terms of issues and concerns for marine
environment protection. It will take a lot of political will to achieve these planned

objectives to deliver quality maritime education at par with IMO's objectives to
promote safer shipping and protect the marine environment.

Chapter 4
Approaches and Strategies in Integrating Marine Environment Protection
in the Philippine Maritime Education and Training System
Maritime safety and environment protection are two inter-related activities

which cannot be dealt with separately. Enviromnent protection as defined by Capt.

Allievi, refers to those activities that insulate people, animals and plants and protect

them from being harmed. On the other hand. safety refers to the careful planning and

execution of marine operations to ensure that no person or property is exposed to
danger (1991, p.12).

Also, any deviation from the desired measures to promote

maritime safety would involve an unfavourable effect on the marine environment.
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MARITIME SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION: A SYSTEM

He further stated that the inter-active nature of safety failure and

environmental damage is not just merely additive but to some extent multiplicative in
ﬁnal outcomes.

So that safety and environment protection principles should be

looked at as a function of the total transportation system rather than add-ons to the
whole system. This relationship is illustrated in the diagram above (Figure 1).

It is according to this principle that the author deemed it necessary to discuss

the different issues and concerns in the Philippine maritime education and training

system in general prior to the assessment of seafarers curriculum in relation to marine

pollution prevention and environment protection.
As discussed in the previous chapter. results of the assessment of the

maritime education curriculum revealed that there was very minimal consideration of
the environment protection field of study. Only the legal aspects of MARPOL 73/78
are included in the syllabus and only to a very limited extent. It is believed to be

insufficient and far from the requirements of the revised STCW '78 convention and

other related regulations.
Therefore, it is recommended that in order to comply with the standards of
the above-mentioned international regulations, these topics should be integrated in

the maritime education and training system of Philippine seafarers. Education and
training as an effective prevention measure in maritime casualties would help in the

modiﬁcation of human behaviour, abilities and values.
Having emphasised these tasks in the preceding chapter it is now appropriate

to discuss some of the approaches and strategies to integrating marine environment

protection within the maritime education and training system of the Philippines.

4.1 New Pollcy Dlrectlona

4.1.1 Environmental Education (EE) for All
It should be recalled that Agenda 21 of the United Nations Conference on
Environment and Development Conference (UNCED) in June 1992 provided a new

direction to the re-assessment of the present generations’, and future generations‘.

relationship with the environment.

It provides a framework for integration of

environment and development objectives within the national. regional and

international strategies and plans of respective countries. Consequently. the scheme
has to be adapted to each country‘: ecological, economic, social and cultural

requirements.
It was further emphasised by the Secretary-General of UNCED by saying that
the new framework is not a simple process. It involves changing economic and

social behaviour (UNEP. 1993, p.l 1). Such changes can only happen when they are

fully supported by the majority of the population. who understand that the changes
are necessary and possess a strong respect and commitment for the environment.
I-lenceforth, this requires an active participation of all people. And in order for this

participation to be effective and efficient. the key social partners and the workers

must have the appropriate education, training and an awareness of the issues,

problems and opportunities for practical action.
Enviromnental education is considered to be a pre-requisite for sustainable
development. In Norway, work to integrate environment into the educational system

began in the 1970's and since then had been given considerable political priority.

Added to this, the country had done pioneering works to promote environmental
education at all levels. In its White Paper No. 46 (I988-89). "On Environment and
Development", it states that the education system has an important role to play in

meeting the challenge of sustainable development.

The paper also contained

methods of integrating environmental education into the new curriculum guidelines.
The Norwegian policy on EE is “environmental education for all".

The author recognises that EB should be integrated into a wide spectrum of
educational and training activities at all levels. However, it is beyond the scope of
this paper to deal with EB policy for all levels. It is believed that as a starting point.

a sectoral approach of integrating BE in educational and training activities would

facilitate the development of a centrally initiated EE program.

It should be

emphasised that a sectoral approach does not negate the idea that a centrally-initiated

policy and programmes is vital for an effective environmental education.

4.1.2 Environmental Education- A Systemic Approach
Since the Norwegians had been recognised as one of those pioneers in the

works on environment, the author believes that their approach on enviromnental
education could be used as a model for countries working towards BE in their

education system. This approach is described as “the systemic approach". It requires

changing the educational system itself: its mandate, internal organisation, level of
competence and relationship to the real world outside the school. It aims to improve

teaching practice by developing the system within which teachers work. The system
therefore treat EE as an integral part of more comprehensive educational change

rather than an isolated and short-tenn development effort. it attempts to create an
institutional framework which at all levels promotes EB and in which EE is

compulsory and fully integrated into nonnal activities (MERC.l994).
In Norway, the development work is led by the educational system itself and
involves the national, regional. local and school levels of school administration. It

also requires strengthened co-operation between the school system and a range of
collaborating partners at all levels. in particular the enviromnental authorities. The

approach may be complex but it provides more challenge to those dedicated to

integrate EE in their education system.

4.1.3 Environmental Education (EE) at the Workplace
Recognising the role of key social partners. i.e. employers’ and workers‘

organisations in developing changes in economic and social behaviours. [LO made it
a point to include the environment in its major priority themes for the 1990s. The

organisation also developed strategies for the integration of environment and
sustainable development considerations within its major technical programmes and

technical co-operation program. The role of ILO in environment-related training at

the workplace is very vital.

Relative to ILO's programme on environment matters, the organisation.

together with UNEP, developed training programs that address industry's needs at
different levels (UNEP,l993, p.3). These needs are categorised according to the

degree of environmental awareness required in a certain group of people in the
industry. Environmental education for seafarers may fall under one category but it is

important to note that because they operate within a system, any change in attitude of

other members of society surrounding them will automatically influence their
behaviour. In this respect, the author recognises the relevance of these identiﬁed
training needs to the maritime industry and will therefore discuss specific areas

where environmental education is particularly needed.

4.1.3.1 Greater all-round environmental awareness
It is recognised that the industry should ensure that all its processes are in

harmony with the environment. Similarly, IMO's works in the promotion of safety
in navigation and protection of the marine environment is one step toward this end.

It is also recognised that concern for the environment should be part of the basic

attitude of society and industry personnel as well.

The basic elements for an

improved and expanded environmental education involve the need to inculcate

enviromnental awareness from childhood, increased level of environmental

awareness among govemment policy makers and availability of “in-service" options
for raising environmental awareness and attitudinal change for all personnel.
In the maritime sector, environmental awareness should be promoted at all
levels, from the administrators- who are responsible in initiating changes in the

national maritime regulations relative to international requirements, ship-owners and

shipbuilders- who need to comply with marine pollution prevention regulations in the

operation of their ships and construction of ships respectively. and seafarers- who

must follow the recommended practice for proper procedures and operations aboard

ship to reduce accidental and operational discharges of harmful substances.

In the manpower development sector. incorporation of an environmental
component in the curriculum of marine officers and ratings is believed to be an

effective strategy to increased level of enviromnental awareness within them. New

ship designs (i.e. commotion of segregated ballast tanks) and improved shipboard
operational procedures such as crude oil washing and load on top procedures have

been implemented in order to reduce pollution of the marine environment. However,

unless shipboard personnel are adequately trained and infonned of the principles
underlying these changes, they will not achieve the right attitude, understanding and

proﬁciency that these or other newly developed processes require.

4.1.3.2 Environmental education for present and future managers

Since the present generation of managers may have had little or no exposure
to environmental issues in their basic education. an “in-service" education is

necessary for them to gain an understanding of the implications of national laws and

of legally binding international environmental agreements.

They must integrate

environmental considerations into companies’ business strategies and operations.

One example of a maritime international regulation that requires the company
to establish an environment protection policy is the ISM Code. The company is
mandated to ensure that the policy is implemented and maintained at all levels in the

organisation both ship-based and shore-based.

The key to make the policy

productive is to have the full understanding and commitment of management. And

this calls for continued professional education and training on environmental matters

in shipping companies.

4.1.3.3 Training programmes for environmental specialists
These involves the people who develop and apply environmental manage
ment tools such as environmental audits and envirorunental impact assessments.

They are the engineers who design or redesign industrial processes to minimise

pollution and waste generation. They also include consultants who gives environ

mental advice to companies. Since environmental specialists are a diverse group,

they in turn require different training programs.

Environmental specialists can provide the maritime sector with the assistance

in the development of company's environmental policy. However, conﬂicts may
arise with regard to decisions concerning the protection of the enviromrrent and

commercial interest of the company.

4.1.3.4 Enviromnental education for engineers and other professionals
These are the non-environmental specialists who design. build and operate

industrial plants and processes. The approach for these group of professionals is

directed towards the next generation whereby an environmental component will be

incorporated not only in their preparatory training but also throughout their careers.

4.1.3.5 Worker education and training
The role of workers in the industry is considered necessary for the implemen

tation of environment-friendly strategies and procedures. The critical factors in the

proper operation of any industry are the knowledge, skills and attitude of all those
who work in it.

Taking the ISM Code as an example, it is not enough that every shipping

company develops its safety management system to include an environment
protection policy. It is also mandated that all personnel (shore-based and shipboard)

should be fully conversant with it and committed in the implementation of the policy.
Henceforth, the seafarers are seen to have a vital role to play in the implementation of

environment-friendly procedures in shipboard operations.
The identified training needs discussed above are indeed very relevant to the

maritime industry. They clearly describe the approaches involved in enviromnental
education at the industry level. The shipping industry in particular has key people

who have vital roles to play in promoting safety and preventing marine pollution.

They are the shipowners who must incorporate environmental considerations in their

business operations; the seafarers who should have the basic attitude of respect for
the environment; and the shipbuilders who design the technology and machinery in

ships taking into consideration the concepts of cleaner production. Because of the
nature of activities involved in the industry, environmental education and training
needs are enonnous.

Along this line. the maritime manpower development sector of the
Philippines is faced with a tremendous challenge. Aside from improving the quality

of maritime education and training in the country, it has to incorporate additional
factors into the system in order to maintain its reputation as the major supplier of

seafarers worldwide.

4.1.4 Focus of Policy Reforms
Based on the above identiﬁed uaining needs in industries, it then implies that

the country has to enforce modiﬁcations in its education sector by way of
strengthening the policies for maritime education and incorporating an environmental
component in the MET system. Hence, the author suggests that focus of policy

refomis should be directed to a) faculty. b) cuniculum, c) shipboard training and
ﬁeld trips, d) research and extension programs. and e) training programs on marine

pollution prevention.

4.1.4.1 Competence building for teachers

The role of faculty is vital in the learning process of cadets.

Maritime

institutions should ensure that instructors are appropriately qualiﬁed for particular
types of training conducted.

With regard to environmental education, faculties

should have the basic knowledge. understanding and appreciation of the subject
matter to enable them to integrate an environmental component in their courses and
in the process would be able to influence a change in the attitude of cadets. Faculty
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members should have the corresponding advanced training and experience in their

ﬁeld of specialisation. The education sector has the vital role in terms of setting
policies for maritime institutions and developing programmes to stimulate and steer

their work in enviromnental education.

One of these programme would be a

“trainers training program" for environmental education. This program would enable
the teachers to effectively integrate an environmental component into all the subjects

being taught.

4.1.4.2 Curriculum
Various topics on marine pollution prevention are identiﬁed in Section 4.2. page 9
and 10 of this chapter.

4.l.4.3 Shipboard Training
An environmental component must be built into the apprenticeship training of
cadets. In shipboard training. emphasis should be given on the practical aspect of

preventive as well as curative measures for marine pollution prevention. Maritime
students must also be given an exposure to and become farniliarised with the

different equipment used in combating pollution. They should also have the basic
knowledge, understanding and skills on the procedures for pollution response. The
OPRC '90 convention requires that a shipboard oil pollution emergency plan should
be carried on all ocean-going vessels. It is then necessary that shipboard personnel

should have the basic knowledge and proficiency of the plan prior to shipboard
employment. In the Philippines, private oil companies are identified to have a better

capability in terms of equipment and facilities in pollution response. Therefore.
maritime institutions should establish linkages with them and with the Philippine
Coast Guard to provide its students with the necessary knowledge and skills on the

methods and procedures of pollution response.
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4.1.4.4 Research and Extension
The existing policy for maritime institutions in relation to research and

extension is the establishment of a research component within the organisation. The
unit is tasked to develop teaching materials and courses in conformity with the recent

developments in shipboard practices, operation and maintenance. Aside from this

requirement, it is recommended that research projects related to marine pollution and

environment protection should also be encouraged. Funding requirements could be
sourced from the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR) who
will endorse research proposals to funding institutions both local and international.

A memorandum of agreement between maritime academics and DENR should be
made to strengthen their linkages accordingly.

4.1.4.5 Training Programs on Safety . Marine Pollution Prevention and
Environment Protection

4.l.4.5.l General Training Requirements vis-a-vis [MO's initiatives
According to Jen Froese' article, training is defined as:

"the systematic development of attitudes, knowledge and skills required by

an individual in order to perform adequately a given task orjob (l 989).

The above definition gives an explanation on the continuing desire of [M0 to
emphasise the importance of training to promote safer shipping and cleaner oceans.
With the fast changing technology in shipping, the skills requirements for shipboard

personnel are becoming stringent and demands pro-active measures from labour
supplying countries. This require them to produce highly-skilled marine officers and

ratings competent enough to respond to the changing technology onboard ship.

Continuous updating and upgrading of the technical competency of seafarers is
readily recognised to be a necessity by respective governments. speciﬁcally those
having a major share in the international maritime labour market. However. this

undertaking is capital intensive and would therefore represent a substantial cost to
them.

In view of this, IMO adopted resolution 12 during the STCW '95 Conference.

The resolution provides for the promotion of technical co-operation at an inter
governmental levels to assist states that have not yet acquired adequate facilities and
expertise in providing the training required in STCW ‘78, as amended.

Another undertaking of the IMO which proved to be essential to the

implementation of the provisions of the STCW ‘78, was the publication of IMO
model courses. Although these model courses have not yet been fully implemented

in training institutions worldwide, it is evident that they have made a signiﬁcant

contribution to improving the training and assessment procedures of respective
countries. A list showing the status of model courses is shown in Appendix 7. These

model courses provide core curricula based on the minimum training requirements of
the STCW Convention provisions adopted in 1978. A greater uniformity in the

application of the training and assessment provisions of the convention is also
envisioned.
However, with the recent revision of STCW ‘78, the IMO Sub-committee
on STW deemed it necessary to revise and update these model courses to make them

suitable for use under the provisions of STCW ‘95. The list of model courses
requiring revision is set out in Appendix 8. As shown in the list of model courses,

the training requirements for special types of vessels which are likely to cause serious

damage to the environment have already been developed.

A model course for

MARPOL 73/78, Annex I and Annex II have also been developed with the objective

of providing seafarers with the basic knowledge and proficiency on marine pollution
prevention.

The role of administrations in the implementation of these courses in their
countries is very significant. Close co-ordination between the maritime administra
tion and the education sector should be in place to update the latter with recent

developments in the maritime industry and the accompanying skills requirements.
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Measures have to be developed to harmonise the standards of education and training

of the various maritime schools/institutions to make them more responsive to the
changing needs of the industry. The responsible agency for seafarer’s education and

training should make sure that IMO model courses are widely disseminated to

maritime schools and training centres. It is also important that Instructor's Training

is conducted to ensure a unifonn interpretation and implementation of the published
model courses.

4. 1.4.5.2 Tanker Safety and Environment Protection Training Requirements

Since tankers are considered to be the major source of pollution from vessels,

it is imperative that training requirements for personnel onboard special types of
vessels which are speciﬁed in the STCW ‘78 convention are strictly enforced. These

minimum requirements for training are aimed at reducing marine pollution incidents
both from accidental and operational discharges. Below (Figure 2) is a schematic

diagram on the general requirements for training of shipboard personnel on tankers
(STCW '78). It should be noted that special types of vessels such as chemical, oil or

liqueﬁed gas carriers also require special knowledge and skills on the type of cargoes

they carry in order to avoid maritime accidents and pollution of the marine

environment.

4.2 Curricular reform
A number of countries are already implementing EE in their respective
maritime institutions.

The Norwegian approach in environmental education is

integrating an environment component into the curriculum of all educational
institutions. At present, this strategy could not be implemented in the Philippine

educational system due to lack of a government policy to support the programme.
However, an attempt to promote EE at the primary school is currently undertaken.

Hence, BE in some sectors are currently visible inspite of the lack of a centrally
initiated policy.

Figure 2 : Minimum Requirements for Masters, Officers and Ratings on
Tankers
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In Spain, different subjects on marine pollution prevention are incorporated
into the syllabus of maritime cadets. Capt. Pardo in his paper, presented during the

8th International Conference on Maritime Education and Training, proposed the

inclusion of marine pollution topics into the maritime cadets‘ curriculum (I994,
p.15-19). It went further to recommend topics that should be included in the STCW
‘78 revision.

The author therefore, believes that the absence of a government policy for BB

does not prevent the various educational institutions in the country from integrating
BE into their education program.

Maritime institutions should do their share in

promoting BE in the maritime sector. To promote sustainable development in the
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marine transportation sector, environmental education should be introduced at all
levels. But since the focus of this paper is limited to seafarers education and training,

discussions would only cover curriculum changes in maritime institutions.
Based on a review of the existing curriculum for maritime education in the
Philippines, it has been found out that the subject on marine pollution prevention and

environment protection has been neglected. This is not only evident in the cur

riculum of maritime schools but also in the course offerings of training institutions.
In consideration of the need to inculcate in maritime cadets a high respect for

the environment, it is strongly recommended that the required knowledge on marine
pollution and other related topics should be integrated into the different stages of the

maritime cadets curriculum. The author proposes to adopt some of the topics in
Capt. Pardo’s proposal along with other relevant subjects deemed necessary in the

cadets curriculum as listed below.

Proposed Syllabus on Marine Pollution Prevention and Environment
Protection in Maritime Schools

Ina

. Marine Pollution
1.1 Deﬁnitions, Basic Principles
1.2 Deﬁning the Marine Pollution Problem, Case Histories
1.3 Types and Characteristics of Marine Pollutants
1.4 Effects of Pollutants on Marine and Coastal Resources
1.5 Fate and Movement of Pollutants Spilled into the Sea

2. Sources of Marine Pollution
2.1 Maritime Transport
2.1.1 Operational
2.1.2 Accidental
2.2 Land-based Sources
2.3 Air Pollution from Ships
U-I

. Marine Pollution Prevention
3.1 introduction to MARPOL 73/78
3.2 Main Operational Regulations Concerning Seafarers
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3.2.1 General features of Annex I, II, III, IV, V
3.2.1.1 Control of discharges
3.2.1.2 Special Areas
3.2.1.3 Equipment and operations to prevent pollution from
oil tankers
3.2.1.4 Reception facilities in ports
3.2.1.5 Oil record book and cargo record book

4. International Conventions on the Protection of Marine Environment and
Cooperation on Emergency Response
4.1 OPRC ‘90
4.2 London Dumping Convention
4.3 Regional Agreements/Convention on Co-operation for the Protection of the
Marine Enviromnent
5. Marine Pollution Preparedness and Response
5.1 Shipboard Oil Pollution Emergency Plans. IMO guidelines
5.2 Contingency Planning
5.3 Local, National, lntemational Organisations Regarding MARPOL
Emergencies
5.4 Equipment, Personnel, Support Logistics in Combating MARPOL
5.5 Pollution Combating Operations

This proposed syllabus would require signiﬁcant modifications in the
curriculum for maritime cadets in such a way that additional training hours would be

needed in each semester of the four year programme.

Added to this, maritime

institutions would have to provide additional resources in tenns of faculty, training
equipment and library resources in order to implement the training programme.

To complement the proposed syllabus, a training scheme has also been

designed by the author to further simplify the integration of marine pollution and
environment protection topics into the curriculum for maritime education in the
Philippines. The proposed scheme is illustrated in Figure 3 below.
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4.3 Establishment of Regional Networks for Environmental Education and
Training
The realisation of incorporating an enviromnent component in the Philippine
maritime education and training system must rely heavily on the extent of co

ordination and collaboration that should develop between the education sector and
environment agencies. The need for encouraging or even institutionalising environ
mental education in the maritime sector is very evident.

One strategy identiﬁed as suitable response to this challenge is the

establishment of a network of regional centres for environmental education and
training.

it is quite impossible for maritime institutions to assume a big

responsibility in EE because of their financial constraints and lack of resources.

Viloria proposed a similar idea emphasising that these EE centers are “ regional

universities. preferably the most prestigious in the region. capable of perfomiing the
following functions: a) research and infonnation dissemination, b) training, c)

advisory services, d) monitoring and, e) conducting pilot or development projects
(1990).

Hencefonh, it is proposed that these responsibilities be assumed by a well
established university in the region rather than a maritime institution itself. Close co

ordination and co-operation between these universities and maritime institutions are
necessary to institutionalise EE in the maritime sector.

The functions that a regional environmental education center will assume are
described as follows:

a) Research and Infonnation Dissemination
Identification of main environmental problems and effective dissemination to
community decision-makers and leaders and educational institutions. The regional

center should assists these educational institutions in their curriculum development

and undertakes regular curriculum research to detennine the appropriate training
design that is needed for the various sectors.

b) Training

Conducts a series of workshops and short tenn training program that will
assist the govemrnent in gaining an appreciation of environmental issues and

problems peculiar to the nation, and provide them with new ways of minimising the

occurrence of such problems. Since environmental issues are becoming a global
concern. the training programs should also be able to address not only issues

concerning the nation but also those being tackled in international forums.

c) Advisory Services

The role of non-governrnent organisations has been recognised as essential in
the quest for environmental conservation. education and awareness. The function of

the regional centre for environmental education and training is to provide them with
advisory services and encourage them to be allies in the region in implementing

vironmental

programs. The center shall identify key environmental issues and

provide environmental expertise- including correct and up-to-date infonnation.

d) Monitoring
The centre has to establish systems and procedures so that conservation

practices are followed and that acceptable pollution levels are maintained in different

sectors of the industry.

e) Conducting pilot or development projects
The conduct of pilot projects to mitigate or solve environmental problems
with appropriate technology utilising indigenous resources is one of the important
functions of the centre. It will serve as a model for institutions in search of new ways

to reduce enviromnental problems.
It can be seen in the above description that the exercise of these functions will

not be fully achieved in a short period of time. It requires careful planning and
preparations and could be implemented in stages. To launch the strategy. a policy

conference may be convened by the highest political leaders of the country with the

concerned heads of institutions. It is believed that these proposed regional centres

for enviromnental education and training can fonn the basis of a powerful national
network to achieve an effective environmental protection program at a minimum

ﬁnancial outlay. but with extensive involvement ﬁom all sectors in the entire
country.

Since the establishment of these centers is aimed at integrating an
environment component in almost all specialised ﬁelds of learning, it is hoped to

provide a “trickle down" effect on the maritime manpower development sector.
permeating its education and training system.
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4.4 Expanding the Role of NMP as the Co-ordlnating Center for Environmental

Education and Training in the Maritime Sector
Considering that maritime education and training in the Philippines is a

highly privatised activity, it would be difficult for maritime schools and training
centers to assume new functions and responsibilities in environmental education.
The National Maritime Polytechnic (NMP) as the only government training center in
the country may prove to be a suitable agency to serve as the co-ordinating center for
EB in the maritime sector.

4.4.1 NMP Mission, Objectives and Achievements
The NMP is the premier maritime upgrading institution in the Philippines.

established to enhance the Filipino seafarer's knowledge, skills and attitude thereby

promoting their employment acceptability in the intemational labor market.

It

provides specialised and upgrading courses for licensed officers and ratings. The

training center is currently based in Tacloban City. Leyte.
At present, NMP offers nine (9) upgrading courses for deck officers, nine (9)

upgrading courses for engine ofﬁcers. seven (7) specialised courses and five (5) basic

safety courses. A list of these courses with the corresponding provisions of the

STCW '78 convention is provided below:

A. Deck Upgrading Courses
Practice of Navigation/
Aids to Navigation
Marine Meteorology
Radar Observers Course
Radar Simulator Course
Automatic Radar Plotting Aid
Electronic Navigation Systems
Ships Trim & Stability
Shiphandling and Maneuvering
Safe Cargo Handling and Stowage

STCW’78 Reg. II/2.lI/3.ll/4
STCW’78
STCW’78
STCW’78
STCW’78
STCW’78
STCW’78
STCW’78
STCW’78

Reg. II/2.11/3,Il/4
Reg.II/2.11/4
Reg.lI/2. Res.l&l5
Res. 20
Reg. ll/2 & ll/4
Reg. ll/2,ll/3 &.ll/4
Reg. ll/2.ll/4
Reg. ll/2 & ll/4

B. Engine Upgrading Courses
Marine Electricity
Four-stroke Diesel Engine/Stearn Plant
Control Engineering
Modern Marine Propulsion Systems
Electrotechnology
Auxiliary Systems
Marine Hydraulics
Refrigeration/Air Conditioning
Marine Electronics

srcw
srcw
srcw
srcw

'73 Reg.
'73 Reg.
'73 Reg.
‘73 Reg.

111/2,111/3,111/4
111/2,111/3
111/2.111/3
111/2,111/3,111/4

srcw

‘vs Reg. Ill/2,111/3

srcw
srcw

'73 Reg. 111/2,111/3,111/4
‘vs Reg. 111/2,111/3

srcw 73 Reg.III/2,llI/3
srcw '73 Reg.III/2,lII/3

C. Specialised Courses
Oil Tanker Safety with IGS/COW
Advanced Oil Tanker Operation Course
Ship's Restricted Radio Telephone
Operator's Course
INMARSAT-COM/GMDSS

STCW '78 Reg. II/2,V/l, Res. 10
STCW '78 Reg.V/l, Res. 10
Res. 6 &l5. ITU RR Art.5S Sec.lIl-A
Res. 15 amended to Res. 3&
SOLAS 74 Chap.IV Amendments
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D. Baslc Safety Courses:
First Aid At Sea
Basic Fire Fighting
Proﬁciency in Survival Craft
Survival at Sea
Maritime Leadership and
Development

STCW'78 Reg. ll/6
STCW'78 Reg. ll/2, lll/2. III/3
STCW'78 Reg. ll/2,111/3,IV/l. Res. 19
STCW'78 Reg. ll/2.111/3.lV/l, Res. 19
Behaviour STCW'7 Res. 22

From 1986 to 1994, NMP has produced 47.329 graduates out of 48.006

enrolees (NMP-NEDA, 1995). The breakdown of enrolees and graduates in the
different course categories are shown in the Table 4a below:

Comparing the above ﬁgures with the total number of registered seafarers
which is 348,148, such training has covered only about 15% of the total seafarcr

population. What could be the implication of this? The statistics clearly explain the

potential for increasing demand on the training services of NMP, along with other
maritime training institutions.

Its role has also been strengthened by the recent

adoption of the new STCW, which stressed the importance of quality training.

Eurollees

Courses
I. Deck Courses
2. Engine Courses
3. Specialised Courses
Sub-total

4. SOLAS Courses
TOTAL
Source: NMPJ995

Number
7,614
4.015
3.878

%
15.87
8.37
8.04

Graduates

Nurier
7.390
3.862
3.759

% Graduates

%
15.6]
8.l6

to Enrolees
49-76
96.2

7.94

97.4

15.507

32.28

15.0! I

251.71

96.9

32.499
48,006

67.72
roo.oo

32,318
47.329

68.29
l00.00

99.4
9-8.6

Given these trends and developments, the institution envisioned to expand its

training and upgrading services and facilities through the establishment of a training
site in Luzon. NMP sought the technical assistance of the National Economic and
Development Authority in preparing a feasibility study for an expansion plan. 111e

objective of the expansion program is to provide solutions to some of the existing
problems and difficulties in the maritime manpower development sector.

The

proposed plan has the following objectives (NMP-NEDA, 1995).
1. Provide onboard apprenticeship training to deserving cadets as a means to
get them employed;

2. Develop and conduct ratings upgrading courses to improve the
competitive skills of Filipino seamen and qualify them for higher level
positions;

3. Optimise the delivery of upgrading and specialised skill courses for
officers.
Also included in the plan is the decision of NMP to expand its training

interventions in marine environment protection and specialised tanker operation

courses.

Consequently. the author ﬁnds it an opportune time for the agency to

include in its plan. NMP’s role as the co-ordinating center for environmental
education and training in the maritime sector.

4.4.2 NMP as the EB Co—ordinatlngCenter for the Maritime Sector
The institution has maintained a reputation of having the state—of-the-art

equipment and technology. It has been consistently cited by both seafarers and local

manning agents as one of the best training institutions in the country (Siddayao,
1992).

If the govemment can provide adequate support in its environmental

programmes, such as enhancing environmental expertise within the faculty members.
and ﬁnancial resources for the BE activities carried out by the institution then it will

be a suitable venue for the environmental education and training in the maritime
sector. NMP will assist the regional centers in carrying out its works on EE and will

also have the following responsibilities:

4.4.2.1 Competence Building for Trainers
NMP will be the venue for training programs. symposia, and seminars on

environmental education for maritime educators and trainers.

An environmental

component shall be integrated into the ongoing Maritime Trainers Program which is

conducted by NMP annually.

This seminar-workshop is attended by maritime

lecturers ﬁ'om maritime schools and training centers.

4.4.2.2 International linkages

A number of international projects are being undertaken with regard to

environmental education. The NMP shall seek the participation of the maritime
sector in international conferences on EE and other development work. Possibilities
of foreign assistance shall also be explored from environmental agencies such as

United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP). United Nations Educational,

Scientiﬁc and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO). Global Environment Facility

(GEF), International Union for the Conservation of Nature and other environment

related non-govemment associations.

4.4.2.3 Intersectoral linkages

The EE program in the maritime sector would require close co-ordination and

co-operation among individual maritime educational institutions and the regional EE

center. The NMP shall provide these links by establishing a network of co-operation
in the sector.

It shall provide coordinative activities with other ministries or

departments, universities and research institutions.

4.4.2.4 EE secretariat in the maritime sector
Establishing links with various institutions could be facilitated on an ad hoc
basis. The NMP shall serve as the secretariat for various EE activities in the sector.

4.4.2.5 Develop training programs for EE

As the premier maritime training institution. it should develop pioneering

works in the field of EB through the development of a cuniculum that will address
the environmental training needs of maritime students and teachers in the sector.

Similarly. the institution should develop refresher and upgrading courses
focused on marine pollution prevention and environment protection for Filipino
marine officers and crew.

Chapter 5
Conclusions and Recommendations
The Philippine maritime manpower development and utilization sector has
been regarded as the most developed and productive sub-sector in the country. This

is evidenced by the amount of training efforts initiated by respective maritime
institutions and the demand of foreign shipowners for Filipino marine officers and
ratings.

The Philippines. as the major supplier of seafarers worldwide. faces new

challenges which include aiming for the “white list" to be published by [M0 and
maintaining its position in the supply of seafarers against its competitors.
However, recently, the sector is faced with problems regarding the proli

feration of maritime institutions which resulted in the deterioration of the quality of
maritime education and training in the country. Added to this is the entry into force

of the STCW'95 in February 1997 which imposes new demands on maritime
administrations to ensure that their seafarers are competent and highly qualified to

serve the world merchant marine ﬂeets. The ability of the government to implement

the new provisions of the STCW '78 as amended in l995 is one of the detennining
factors for the marketability and competiveness of Filipino seafarers.
Unless the government is able to address the various issues and problems in

maritime education and training as mentioned in this study then the manning industry

of the country is likely to be threatened.

The balance between qualitative and

quantitative dimensions in education and training of seafarers must be given
significant attention in order to reduce wastage in the manpower development

investments of the country.
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The weak system of administration and supervision of maritime schools and
training institutions in the country has created a vacuum in the quest for

improvement.

The effective implementation of policies in maritime education and training is

hampered by this situation. Unless a re-structuring of the administrative machinery
governing the sector is initiated, the quality of maritime education and training in the
country is at stake. Putting all the maritime manpower development functions under

one department, preferably in the proposed Department of Maritime Affairs would
facilitate the effective implementation and enforcement of policies relative to seafarer
education and training.

Training programs must be re-focused on the upgrading of ratings to make
them qualiﬁed to serve as ofﬁcers in ocean-going vessels. Worthy to mention is the

fact that most of the Filipino seafarers employed as ratings in ocean-going vessels are

holders of an ofﬁcers license. The worldwide demand for qualiﬁed officers is seen to

be a continuing one, placing the Philippines as the potential source of seafarers. if
they are able to meet the skill requirements of shipowners.

Considering the important contribution of seafarers in the generation of
foreign currency through their dollar remittances. the Philippine government should

allocate a substantial budget to subsidize training activities of maritime institutions.
This may be in the fonn of trainings and scholarships for maritime trainers to

enhance their professional competence and upgrading of salaries of faculty in
goverrunent-run maritime institutions or salary subsidies (fringe beneﬁts) for trainers
in privately-owned schools.

The proposed measure would greatly help in the

retention of qualiﬁed maritime trainers.

Tax exemption for imported training

equipment and simulators should also be granted to maritime institutions. If the

above-mentioned important components of an effective maritime education and
training is satisﬁed, then the Philippines would maintain its position as the major

supplier of qualiﬁed oflicers and ratings.
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The other side of the problem is the lack of environmental consciousness of
personnel in the maritime sector which has fairly contributed to the pollution of the

oceans and the degradation of the environment. Although, the increasing global
concern for marine pollution has raised the interest of the maritime sector, there are

factors that hamper the implementation of measures to minimize the harmful effects

of shipping activities on the environment.
The marine transportation sector is still considered as the most environment

friendly of all modes of transportation. But it is also a highly regulated sector of the
industry, particulary the tanker industry.

However. if the maritime industry is

seeking for the sustainability of its activities then it has to adopt measures to promote

an environmentally sustainable maritime industry.
With regard to the training programs required for shipboard personnel on

special types of vessels such as tankers, the IMO developed model courses would

serve as a valuable guide in the conduct of these mandatory training programs.
Maritime training centers should be required by the supervising agency. the Maritime

Training Council. to make use of these model courses to ensure unifonnity in the
standards of training. At present, the use of simulators in tanker courses is being
implemented by only a few of the maritime training centers. However. there is a

high prospect for expansion and upgrading of training equipment of maritime
training centers in the Philippines resulting from the enforcement of the new STCW
in 1997.

One important component of sustainable development is environmental
education(EE). EE is implemented in different countries with varying approaches.

In the case of the Philippines where developing a national policy is a tedious exercise
and involves bureaucratic red tape. the maritime sector would have difﬁculties in
implementing EE at all levels. The most practical and immediate action that could

be taken is to initially start enviromnental education in maritime schools and training

centers. This is done through the integration of marine pollution prevention and

environment protection topics in the curriculum of future merchant marine officers
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and ratings. The following are recommended to facilitate the process of integrating

E in the curriculumof seafarers:

l. The Commission on Higher Education should translate international
enviromnental policies to national or sectoral policies to suit the local

conditions and provide the legal basis for the integration of EB in the

maritime education and training system.

2. The Commission on Higher Education should develop the EE guidelines

for maritime schools and training centers.

3. A committee should be established to prepare the plans and programs for
the integration of EE in the maritime education and training system. A full

time leader should be appointed to ensure commitment to the project.

3. The Commission on Higher Education should identify and establish
centers of excellence on EE (tenned as the EE regional centers) in the three

major regions of the country : Luzon, Visayas and Mindanao.

4. Serninar-workshops should be conducted for maritime trainers to improve

their general environmental competence.

Although the integration of marine environment protection is focused on the
curriculum of seafarers, it is presumed that the measure would eventually lead to a

national program for environmental education complemented by a centrally-initiated
policy of the government.

It should be noted that the Commission on Higher

Education is responsible to regulate and supervise the educational programmes of all
higher education and training insitutions. Therefore. the introduction of EB in the
maritime institutions would serve as a pilot project in its future national EE program.
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Also, it has been emphasized that instituting enviromnental consciousness in

maritime schools is not possible without the participation of teachers because they
are considered to perform a pivotal role in the learning process of students.

Competence building for teachers should be regarded as an important component of
an effective and successful EE.

Environmental education and training as a process of change has been

explored in this study with the aim of effecting a change in the behavior and attitude
of Filipino seafarers. It is believed that the change will result in strict adherence and

implementation of mandated shipboard operational procedures designed to reduce

marine pollution. promote the proper handling of wastes and prevent maritime
accidents particularly grounding or collision of tankers. The ultimate goal would be
to reduce the incidence of maritime accidents resulting in pollution in all parts of the
world.

In conclusion. it is argued that the success of integrating EE in the Philippine

maritime education and training system is dependent on three things, namely:

political will, eﬂicient organization and the full support of the maritime community.
Political will refers to the strong commitment of policy makers and administrators. in
power to the program, through the adoption of a clear-cut policy and the provision of
funds to carry-out the program. Eﬂicient organization refers to the administrative

machinery and the competence of people involved in the program.

These

professionals should have the spirit of service, commitment and dedication to the

program. The full support of the maritime community includes the participation of
various sub-sectors in the maritime industry whether govemment or non-govemment
organizations, in the promotion of the program. A crucial factor is the willingness of
maritime institutions to institute a change in their cuniculurn which is vital for the

success of the program.
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LIST OF PHILIPPINE MARITIME TRAINING CENTERS BY REGION
AS OF MARCH 31, 1996
NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION
1. ADMIRAL MARITIME TRAINING INSTITUTE OF THE PHILIPPINES

Mazanine A Manual Tiaoqui Bldg.
Plan Sla. Cml. Manila or

Rin.40‘IPClBankBlVd.PlanSta.Cmz.Ma.nila
2. ALBATROSS FOUNDATION ACADEMY
20th Cenmry Bldg. Shaw Blvd, Mandaluyong, Manila

3. ALLIED MARIITME SERVICES AND CONSULTANCY. C0.
4!]: ill’.VIP Bldg, Roxas Blvd, Manila
4. AMOSUP SEAM1-ZN'STRAINING CENTER

Samcn Caniat Building
746 Gen Luna St.. lntramuros, Manila
5. ASIA-PACIFIC MARITIME SERVICES. INC.
Suite: 508-509 Enniia Came: Bldg.
I250 Rnxai Blvd Ermila. Manila

7. CONSOLIDATED MARITIME RESOURCES FOUNDATION, INC.
4th Flt. S at L Bldg, 1500 Roxas Blvd.

Ernlill. Manila
8. FAME MARITIME FOUNDATION, INC.
2nd ll:.Marinc Central Bldg,
Sta Poicnciana cot. Magallancs Sis.
lnirannirua. Manila
9. FAR EAST MARITIMIE FOUNDATION. INC.
90: 11:.Victoria Bldg,

UN Avunn. Ennila, Manila
lo. INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL SHIPPING SCHOOL
(TDESS) PHILS. -MANILA

2ndl1r.PalacloGnndc,Gcn. LunacorAndaSu.
lnirainnma. Manila
ll. MAGSAYSAY TRAINING CENTER

Mapayuy Building

520 T.M. Kalaw SL. Ermill. Manila
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12. MARINERS POLYTECI-INIC TRAINING CENTER
5053 Filmore Sueel O01’.Arellano St.
Palanan. Makati City

13. MARITIME TECHNOLOGICAL AND Al.LIED SERVICES, INC.
4th ﬁr. Roman Santos Building

Plaza lason, Sta. Cruz. Manila
14. M.ARlTlME TRAINING CENTER OF THE Pl-IJLIPPINES
3rd I-‘Ir.REDO [Building
951 R:inediosSL, Malate, Manila

l5. NORWEGIAN TRAINING CENTER-MANILA
TESDA COMPLEX. East Service Road, Taguig, Metro Manila
16. NYK-I-‘ll.SHJPMANAGEMENI. INC.
Casa Marincro ll, Gen. Luna cor. Sta. Potenciana Sls.

lntnnnima. Manila
11. PHIl..lPPINE NAUTICAL TRAINING INSTI'l'lJ'l'E
sun tli. Phocnix Building, Racoletos cor. Cabildo Sts.

lnnamuma. Manila
18. PHILIPPINE SEAFARERS TRAINING CENTER
40: ﬂr. San Sebastian Building
2070 C.M. Rccto. Sainpaloc. Manila
I9. PHILSIN MARINE TECH. COLLEGES FOUNDATION, INC.
Philsin Building, 3165 Ramon Magsaysay Blvd.
Sla Mesa . Manila

20. PIC TRAINING CENTER
Pilgrim Bldg. Ill Aguirre Street
Lcgaspi Village, Makali City

REGION I
21. PANGASINAN MERCHANT MARINE ACADEMY

Peru Boulevud. Dagupan City

REGION Ill
22. INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL SHIPPING
SCI-lOOL(IDESS)-MARITIME CENTER(SUBlC). INC.
Naval Magazine Ana. Subic Bay. Freepon Zon:
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REGION IV
CAVl'I'E SOLAS TRAINING CENTER
Alima. Bacoor. Cavite

REGION V
24. MARINERS POLYTECHNIC COLLEGE FOUNDATION, INC.
Rawis. Lcgaspi City

. MARINERS POLYTECI-l'.NICCOLLEGE FOUNDATION, INC.

Bara:.Canaman.Ca.marines Sur
REGION VI
26. AKLAN POLYTECI-INIC INSTITUTE

Tambak. New Washington. Kalibo, Aklnn
27. INTER-ISLAND SEAI-‘ARERSFOUNDATION TRAINING CENTER

3rd Flt. PPA Bldg, Banngay Loboc, Lapuz. Iloilo
2 .

JOHN B. LACSON COLLEGES FOUNDATION
M.I-I.Dd Pilar SL, Molo. Iloilo City

29. MTC Colleges

Tiglnuan. Iloilo City
.UNTVERSITY OF ILOILO

Unﬂa. Pavia, Jam, Iloilo
3

I-5

VISAYAN MARITIME ACADEMY
Sum-cg, Bacolod City

REGION VII
CEBU TECHNICAL COLLEGES
Onncna Blvd. cor. Sanciangko St, Cebu City
FAR EAST MARITIME FOUNDA1'lON. INC.-CEBU CITY
4th at. GMT Bldg, Ionqucm St.. cor del Rosario SL. Cebu City
34. UNIVERSITY OF CEBU-MARITIME TRAINING CENTER

Oman: Blvd cot. Sancinngko St., Ccbu City

umvansrrv or 1112VISAYASwuunma
Colon SL.Cebu City
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REGION VIII
36. NATIONAL MARITIME POLYTECHNIC
Brgy. Cahalawan, Tacloban City

REGION X
37. MISAMIS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY MARITIME TRAINING CENTER
Btgy. Ba.nadero,0za.mis City

REGION XI
as. MATS cou.1-:01-: or TECHNOLOGY
ll casuuo SL, Agdao. Davao City
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APPENDIX 4
CURRICULAR STRUCTURE

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MARINE TRANSPORTATION

BSMT 
Fourth Year

f
One (l)year apprenticeship may be undertaken
either on the 3rd or 4th curricular year

BSMT 
Third Year

Certiﬁcate in Marine Transportation

BSMT 
Second Year

BSMT 
First Year

Nets:
‘ NCEE is required for admission under the BSMT program.

‘ Those without NCEE can only be admitted under the Certiﬁcate course.
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APPENDIX 4
CURRICULAR STRUCTURE

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MARINE ENGINNERING

BS Mar E 
Fourth Year

i
One (l)year apprenticeship maybe undertaken
either on the 3rd or 4th curricular year

1
BS Mar E 

Third Year

Certiﬁcate in Marine

Enginrering
BS Mar E 
Second Year

BS Mar E 
First Year

Note

‘ NCEE is required for admission under the BS Mar E program
‘ Those without NCEE can be only admitted under the Certiﬁcate course.
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APPENDIX 4
CURRICULAR STRUCTURE

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NAVALARCHITECTURE
AND MARINE ENGINNERING
BS NAME 
Fourth Year

l
One (l)year apprenticeship may be undertaken
either on the 3rd or 4th curricular year
I

BS NAME 
Third Year

Certiﬁcate in Naval
Architectur and Marine
Engin ering
BS NAME
Second Year

BS NAME 
First Year

Note

‘ NCEE is required for admission under the BS NAME program
‘ Those without NCEE can be only admitted under the Certificate course
39

APPENDIX 4
CURRICULAR STRUCTURE

BASIC SEAMANCOURSE - GENERAL PURPOSE RATING (GPR) CERTIFICATE
(DPT and EPT - 780 hours)

Basic Seaman Course
- DPT Certiﬁcate

Basic Seaman Course
- EPT Certiﬁcate

Deck Personnel
Training (DPT)
(380 hours)

Engine Personnel
Training (EPT)
(380 hours)

A

PRE-SEA TRAINING
Gen. Safety of Life at Sea
(180 hours)
Gen. Knowledge and Info.
(180 hours)

APPENDIX 4
PMMA CURRICULAR STRUCTURE

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MARINE
TRANSPORTATION

ALL MIIXHIPMEN SHOULD PASS THE VALIDATINO

AND A.I..LMIDSHIPMEN SHOULD BE COMMIBIONED
RESERVE OFHCEIS IN THE PHIL NAVY PRIOR TO

OIT'AﬂON
BSMT 

Founh
Yea:

+
BSMT 
Third
Year

One (I) year apprenticeship is

unduuken
on the 2ND cuniculnr year

BSMT 
Second

’°"

1

JL_

BSMT 
First
Year

ONE (I) MONTH ORETATION

TIIAININO Al PROVIIIONARY MIDGHIPMEN

l’HYllCA.l.. EXAMINATION
NEURO PIYCHIATIUC DCAM

ENTRANCEDumtNA11oN
I
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APPENDIX 4
PMMA CURRICULAR STRUCl'UR.E
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RESERVE OFFICERS IN THE PHIL NAVY PRIOR TO
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+
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One (1) year apprenticeship is
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on the 2ND cum'culnr year

BSMAR-E

Sand Year

BSMAR-E

ONE (I) MONTH ORIENTATION TRAINING A8 PROVISIONARY MID8HlPPoE

PHYSICAL EXAMINATION
NEURO PSYCHIATRIC DCAM

ENTRANCE
zxmmanon
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SUMMARY OF CURRICULAR REQUIREMENTS FOR MARITIME COURSES
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VALIDATION OF MODEL TRAINING COURSE CONTENT

Updating of IMO Model Courses

Note by the Secretariat

I
At its sixty-l'if'l.hsession (MSC 65/25, paragraph 9.8), the Maritime Safety Committee noted
the opinion of the Sub-Committee on Standards of Training and Watchkeeping (STW) that there
might be a number of matters requiring urgent attention and resolution either before or shortl_\after
the entry into force of the I995 STCW amendments and the I995 STCW-F Convention The MSC
therefore instructed the Secretariat, following the Conferences. to consult \\'lll‘lthe Chairman of the
MSC. Officers of the Conferences and the Chairman of the STW Sub-Committee. to consider this
matter and the means by which any deadlines set by the Conferences for on-going work could be met

2
The I995 Conference on Standards of Training, Certification and Watchkeeping (STCW)
adopted resolution I3 "Revision of model courses published b_v the lntemational Maritime
Organization" in which the Organization IS invited to take steps to revise and update those model
courses which provide guidance on the implementation of the training and usessment provisions of
the STCW Convention, as amended
3
The consultation referred to in paragraph I concurred with the recommendation in
Conference resolution I3 to revise the model courses and further recommended that the l’c\'ISlOl'l
should be completed by MSC 70

4
Accordingly the Secretariat. using the list of model courses set out in A I9/l9(d) as a basis,
prepared a list of these courses which require revision to make them suitable for use under the
provisions of the revised STCW Convention The list includes IIcourse, identified b_vthe Secretariat.
which is still to be developed

5

The list of model courses requiring revision to make them suitable under the revised 5 f(‘W

Convention is set out in annex l, a list showing the status of model courses (A I9/l‘)(d)_ iuinex))
is shown in annex 2.

Action requested of the Sub-Committee
6
g The Sub-Committee is invited to consider the list of the model courses in annex I, and
submit comments and proposals for consideration at the Sub-Committee's twenty-eight session
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Status of IMO Model Courses
1 August I995

The following model courses have been published"

l.0l
l.02
l.03
l.04
l.05
l.06
l.07

I08
I 09

l.l|

l.l2
I I3

l.l4
l.l5
l.l7
l.l8

|.l9
l.20
l.2l
|.22
l.23
2.0l
2.0l
2.02
2.02
2.03
2 04
2.05

2.06
2.07
2.08
2.09
3.02
3.03
3.03
3.04
3.04
3.05
3 06

Oil Tanker Familiarization
Advanced Training Programme - Oil Tanker Operations
Chemical Tanker Familiarization
Advanced Training Programme - Chemical Tanker Operations
Liqueﬁed Gas Tanker Familiarization
Advanced Training Programme - Liqueﬁed Gas Tanker Operations
Radar Observer and Plotting
Operational Use of ARPA
Radar Simulator
MARPOL 73/78 Annex I
MARPOL 73/78 Annex II
Medical Emergency - Buic Training
Medical Emergency - First Aid
Medical Care
Basic Stability
Basic Handling and Care of Cargo
Personal Survival
Basic Fire Fighting
Human Relationship
Ship Simulator and Bridge Teamwork
Proﬁciency in Survival Craft
Maintenance Planning and Maintenance Execution
Compendium
Maritime Search and Rescue Co-ordinator
Compendium
Advanced Training Fire- Fighting
Maritime Law for Ships‘ Officers
On-Board Ship Administration
Cargo and Ballast Handling Simulator
Engine Room Simulator
Fuel Combustion ElTiciency
Electronics for Engineers
Survey of Small Craﬂ
Survey of Machine Installations
Compendium
Survey of Electrical Installations
Compendium
Survey Fire Appliances and Provisions
Survey of LSA and Arrangements

Itﬂvguuj
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3.07
3.08
3. ll
3. I l
3.l2
3. I3
3. I3
3. l4
3. I4
3. I6
5.02
5.03
5.04
6.03
6.08
609
7.0l
7.02
7.03
7.03
7.04
7.04

APPENDIX

Hull and Structural Survey
Survey - Navigational Aids and Equipment
Marine Accident and incidents Investigation‘
Compendium
Examination and Cenification of Seafarers
Maritime Search and Rescue Administrator
Compendium
Maritime Search and Rescue Mission Co-ordinator
Compendium
Oil Pollution Liability and Compensation
Pon Logistics
Planned Fleet Maintenance and Hull Protection
Human Resources Management
Aspects of Ship Administration for Company Office Staff
Maritime Law (Large)
Training Course for Instructors’
Master and Chief Mate
Chief and 2nd Engineer 0lTicer
OlTicer in Charge of Navigational Watch
Training Records Book
Engineer OlTicerin Charge ofwatch
Training Records Book

The following Model Courses are being edited:
l.24
5.05
6.0l
3. I0

Maritime English
Electronic Data Processing
Hydrography
Survey - MARPOL 73/78 Annex I

The following Model Courses are being printed:

3.0l
3.09

7

Tonnage Measurement
Port State Control

The following Model Courses are under development or design:

l.l0
3.15

Dangerous, Hazardous and Harmful Cargoes
Hydrographic Data

5.0l
I. I6

Fleet Safety Management“
Maritime Safety Training Offshore“

°

Under review for reprinting
Under review

APPENDIX

6.02
6.04
6. I0

7
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Port Management
Aspects of Shipping Management
Training Course of Instructors - 2 (made redundant by updating model course 6.09)
General Operator's Certiﬁcate (GOC) for the GMDSS, which will also contain information on
the Restricted Operator's Certiﬁcate (ROC)
First-Class and Second-Class Radioelectronic Ceniﬁcate for the GMDSS ( possibly including
maintenance of GMDSS equipment )
IMO Model Courses on Marine Pollution Preparedness and Response:
Level I - Operator - (Design approved - Development undenaken by Denmark)
Level 2 - Supen'Lsor/On-Scene Commander (Design approved - Development completed
- first test completed at WMU. July 1995 - Pilot test in Carribean planned)
Level 3 - Senior Manager (Design to be approved)
Level 4 - Trainer Training (Implementation under review)
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List of model courses requiring revision to make them suitable for use
under the revised STCW Convention

No.

l.0l

Title

Oil Tanker Familiarization

l.02

Advanced Training Oil Tankers

l.03

Chemical Tanker Fainiliarization

l.04

Advanced Training Chemical Tankers

l.05

LiquefiedGas Tanker Familiarintion

l.06

Advanced training Liquefied Gas Tankers

l.09

Radar Simulator

I. I3

Medical Emergency, Basic Training

l.l4

Medical Emergency, First Aid

I. I 5

Medical Care (2 Volumes)

I 20

Basic fire ﬁghting

l.23

Proﬁciency in Survival Craft

2.03

Advanced Training in Fire Fighting

2.06

Cargo and Ballast Handling Simulator

2.07

Engine Room Simulator

2.09

Electronics for Engineers

7.0l

Master and Chiel'Mate

7.02

Chief and Second Engineer 0lTicer

7.03

Officer in Charge of ii Navigational Watch & Training Record Book

7.04

Officer in Charge of an Engineering Watch & Training Record Book

XX

Manlime English (not yet published)

XX

Cargo Stowage and Securing (not yet designed)
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